WAKE UP!

**CHORUS**

*Wake up! Wake up!*
*Give yourself a shake up,*
*Get your body moving.*
*Reach up, jump up,*
*Give your friend the ‘thumbs up’!*
*It’s another new day!*
(Repeat)

Get your feet
Dancing to the beat,
Get your body moving.
Raise a shout (HEY!)
Let your feelings out,
It’s another new day!

**CHORUS**

Repeat verse

**INSTRUMENTAL**

Repeat verse twice (repeat last line)
WAKE UP!

Words and Music by
Mark and Helen Johnson

Bright and bouncy swing! \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)

D D/C# Bm7 D/A A7sus4/E G/A

D A7sus4 \( \frac{3}{4} \) D D/C# Bm7 D/A

1-4. Wake up! Wake up! Give yourself a shake up,

Em7 G/A D G/A D D/C#

get your body moving. Reach up, jump up,

Bm7 D/A Em7 G/A D A7sus4

give your friend the ‘thumbs up’! It’s another new day!
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It’s an other new day!

Get your feet

dancing to the beat, get your body moving.

Raise a shout, (HEY!) let your feelings out, it’s another new day!

CODA

2º take D.8 al Coda

A7sus4 | G/A | D |
---|---|---|
Em7 | G/A | D |

it’s another new day!
Get your feet dancing to the beat,

get your body moving. Raise a shout, (HEY!)

let your feelings out, it’s another new day!

It’s another new day!